Grade of C or higher is required in ALL ECO courses required for major admission to major is required for upper-level courses – work with advisor for requirements and details.

- **ECO 201+201R-Microeconomics**
- **ECO 202-Macroeconomics**
- **ECO 250+250R-Business Statistics I** *(pr. ECO 219 or MAT 115 or higher)*
- **ECO 350-Business Statistics II**
- **ECO 301-Intermediate Microeconomic Theory** *(pr. MAT 120 or MAT 191 or ECO 219)*
- **ECO 302-Intermediate Macroeconomic Theory** *(Typically SPRING)*
- **ECO 498-Seminar in Economics**

**Graduate School?**
Follow the “quantitative track” that includes these electives: **ECO 319** *(typically Spring Only)*
- MAT 191
- MAT 292

3 semester hours
ECO electives
*must be at 300-level or higher*
*NOT ECO 300*
*(prerequisites will vary)*

**ECO 219- Essential Mathematics for Economics-Recommend**